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Michigan’s Approach to Welfare to Work
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What is the Welfare Program in Michigan?
Welfare reform at a national level was introduced in 1996 by the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA). The
broad aims already matched those that had been in place in Michigan since
1992 when reform was introduced at the state level. Goals were to move
those dependent on public assistance into the workforce, establish limits for
most benefits, and end “entitlement” programs that guaranteed cash
assistance to all eligible adults and children [1].

The Family Independence Program (FIP) is the state’s cash assistance
program for low-income families with children. It is administered by the
Department of Human Services through its local offices in each county in
the state. The goal of the Program is to help maintain and strengthen family
life for children and parents, or other caretakers with whom they are living,
and to help the family achieve the maximum possible self-support and
personal independence. Currently, the program serves around 212,000
individual recipients [2]. Eligibility for FIP acts as a gateway to access other
programs such as Medicaid.

Who is Eligible for Cash Assistance?
Recipients must meet a number of eligibility requirements, including an
assessment of assets, income and criminal justice status, etc. In addition,
there are a number of work requirements. More flexibility exists than before
welfare reform for states to define what counts as a ‘work-related activity’.
Work requirements can be deferred in specific situations such as age, being
the mother of an infant under three months.

Appropriate employment-related activities are determined by assessing the
client’s job readiness. The assessment analyzes the client’s educational
level, skills, work history, vocational interests, barriers to employment, and
child care and other supportive services needs. An Individual Service
Strategy Plan (ISSP) is then developed from this assessment to help move
the participant into any type of unsubsidized employment that he/she is
capable of handling as quickly as possible, and to increase the responsibility
and amount of work the participant is to handle over time [1].

What is the Welfare-to-Work Program in
Michigan?
Michigan’s employment and training program is called Work First. It is
administered by local Michigan Works! Agencies (MWAs) under agreement
with the Michigan Department of Labor and Economic Growth (DLEG). After
an orientation, clients who are not deferred from immediate participation
are assigned to job search or job search in combination with other activities.
If a recipient does not comply with work requirements, then Michigan
applies full-family sanctions for one month or until they are compliant,
depending on whichever is longer [2].

http://www.michigan.gov/mdcd/0,1607,7-122-1679_1822_2802---,00.html
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How Many Recipients are in Welfare-to-Work
Programs?
There are currently 74,488 adult residents in Michigan in receipt of welfare
support [2]. This means there are over 200,000 welfare recipients when
children and other dependents, such as grandparents, are included [3].

About 30% of FIP cases are children only, while the rest, 30,010 or 59%,
are working full time or involved with a Work First or other training/
employment contractor.  However, welfare-to-work requirements create the
expectation that this should be higher - around 54,160 adults [2].

Partners in the Administration of Welfare-to-Work
Departmental responsibilities for the welfare-to-work population (to provide
all services and establish plans for TANF) are spread across the Department
of Human Services (DHS), DLEG, and MWAs.   The lead agency for working
with clients, who are either exempt or deferred, is the DHS [2].

Current Legislation in Michigan
While no new legislation has yet been introduced during the current
legislative session regarding a lifetime limit, a 48-month time limit was
written into the House-passed budget for the Department of Human
Services. It was not included, however, in the final version of the
Department budget.

On the horizon, the federal government is planning to place more
restrictions on access to federal welfare funding. States will be required to
put 50% of all eligible welfare recipients into work programs by October of
2007. This would be a substantial increase and would be necessary to
maintain Michigan’s current level of funding [3].

Issues Facing Welfare-to-Work in Michigan
There is limited scope for the interpretation of ‘work-related
activities’ that maintain eligibility for welfare. This depends on
the definition adopted by state law of an ‘allowable activity’ which
leaves little local flexibility.  Since Michigan has always been a
“welfare to work” state, it has primarily focused on attaining and
retaining employment without allowing for much scope beyond
actual “work” [1].

Meeting participation rates are extra challenging when
Michigan’s unemployment level is already a full 2% over the
national average [1].

Meeting participation requirements will be more difficult
because changes in federal funding for TANF from October
2007 will require Michigan to double the number of
recipients placed in work or work-related activities and /or
increase the number of hours worked each day. Failure to
double the number of welfare recipients who are currently in work
related activities will result in a decrease in federal funding yet
those who are not already in work-related activities are the most
difficult to place for a variety of reasons [3].
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There are over 200,000
welfare recipients in
Michigan when children
and other dependents,
such as grandparents,
are included.

http://www.michigan.gov/dhs
http://www.michigan.gov/dhs
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Current Developments in Welfare-to-Work
Throughout the State
Currently Michigan has a number of pilot programs in welfare to work that

are outlined in Table 1.
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Table 1.
Pilot Welfare-to-Work Programs in Michigan[5]




